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About This Game

Dream is a reflection of one’s mixed growing tracks, even those are far away memories. What if someday you could enter your
dream? What if you could enter some others’? What if you the dream you entered was actually a salvation? What if the dream

belonged to is your family? Will you enter, with the price you cannot afford?

Story

「Save Her, from Dreams」tells about a new couple. The wife often has nightmares with severe physical reactions, and this
situation worries her husband a lot. Until one day, the husband entered into the nightmare, and found what causes of these

nightmares is the wife’s past, which she does not want to mention. The husband decided to save his wife in the dream, even if he
would lose his own soul...

Play

This is a 2D (or 2.5D?) auto-saved game with easy controls. You may reach the end very fast, but may also spend more time to
find another ending. Nonetheless, you do not need to worry about dying out, there is no death in this game.

Music

The original music is along with the story. The tracks are carefully designed and composed for different game environments.
You would achieve a more immersive experience with an earphone.
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Note: The game is not over yet, future episodes are on the way.
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Title: Save her, from dreams
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Ziyi Zhang
Publisher:
Ziyi Zhang
Release Date: 10 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows Vista SP1+, 64 bit

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card with DX10 (shader model 4.0) capabilities

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 400 MB available space

Additional Notes: Headphone recommended

English,Simplified Chinese
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save her from dreams

Promising looking game once its complete. It needs a soundtrack and sound effects, also the swimming action looks a little
weird when she's swimming she has her face in the water. I was thinking am I going to drown or will I make it to the other side?

Also there appears to be no way of making melee attacks on zombies like kicking and punching them at this time. Multiple
camera angles would be a nice addition too.

Recommended as this is an early access game. Any bugs are likely to be fixed. Please mention to them to the developer instead
of just saying 'This game is cr*p' or something like that as thats of no help whatsoever.. Lords of the Realm II is a classic game
that I spent countless hours playing upon the games initial release. In my opinion this is an improvement over LOTR. The
graphics and interface are friendlier and the combat is much better. On the flipside, the economy has been watered down,
making it far less interesting and challenging than the original.

The overall objective of this game is to♥♥♥♥♥♥ pillage, and conquer the neutral as well as the enemy controlled counties of
the map. Each map varies in the number of counties such as 4 or 6, for example. In order to meet the objective, one must build
up an economy, raise troops, and go out and conquer the surrounding lands. All the while, the AI is doing the same.

As noted the economy is much easier to handle in this game. For example, agriculture has two options, grain and cows.
However, there is also the buying and selling of iron, stone, and wood as well as varies weapons that the prudent
seller/manufactuer may make money on.

On the upside the combat part of the game is much improved however, with the ability to position and move your troops much
more fluidly, so you can try to outflank the enemy, or bottleneck the enemy in defensive terrain (ideally with melee troops
defending a bridge while your archers and crossbows rain death on them).

Please note that you van also build a castle for your county-counties. They range from a motte and bailey to a full stone castle
with defenses such as burning oil. Its always nice to have your castle seiged just to kill the enemy with arrows and burning oil.

I wholeheartly recommend this game to anyone who played it intially and to anyone who likes strategy games. The graphics
aren't in anyway as fantastic as COH but the game is fun and will frustrate you (in a good way) and make you laugh in a sadistic
way.. As it stands right now, this is a great game. I have followed its development more or less from its inception in 2010, and
always felt the concept was great, but that there was something lacking. The version now available on Steam addresses my
concerns, presenting a full game with several layers of interaction and good ideas put into practice.

Without microtransactions to hinder it, the main mode is quite fun to play and watch as your onscreen world develops, but the
Quest mode is even more interesting, bringing an entirely new perspective to the game while still using the same core
mechanics.

If you have never played this game before or if you played a while ago, there was never a better time to really dig your theeth
into it. Recommended.. This is probably one of the worse games I've play even for \u00a32.59 sale price. Not fun at all, really
buggy even for a beta. I've played better ZX Spectrum games to be honest.
Avoid Big time.... I really wish I could recommend this game. The premise is fantasticly fun and what little I got to play was
great. But constant crashing and less than 10 frame per second playspeed just made it intolerable.. I like a puzzle game where
you can work out how to do the puzzles using logic. For me, this game was all about trial and error. If you're okay with that, buy
it (as it looks beautiful and is good value). Otherwise, get something like Life Goes On instead.. needs keyboard support ...

but saying that great game .. been a skateboarder for 12 years and this is the closest to skate u can get on pc. gyromancer would
be better if you could just get to the next level of play i think its broken and the devs need to look in to fixing it don't waste your
money.. If you started on ETS2 and you're trying to look into SCS's history, dont expect much from this one.. It's actually pretty
fun. The gameplay reminds me of hours spent bolting thrusters to things in Garry's Mod and trying to then figure out how to
steer the resulting mess. But as a puzzle game.
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Buy any of the following games instead
Diablo 2
Torchlight 2

If cannnot afford,
Path of Exile. This game is so much fun! It is a really good party game to play with friends. It has cute graphics, the controls are
simple and it has great replayability due to the large amount of minigames.

It is only local multiplayer but me and my friends play online using Parsec Gaming and it works like a charm.

I definitely recommend getting this game.. Fun and relaxing.. I really wanted to like this game and thought it would be better
than it is.. As for all the Quell serie, it's an excellent puzzle game. Sometimes hard, but always doable at 100% thanks to the
great help system.
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